INDUCTO is a 2D/RS program that provides coupled electromagnetic and thermal field analysis. INDUCTO combines the OERSTED eddy current and KELVIN thermal software packages to provide the complete solution for induction heating analysis.

INDUCTO can perform both transient and steady-state simulations. In addition, the OERSTED and KELVIN modules can be used separately when coupled simulations are not required.

Using INDUCTO designers can:

- determine temperature distribution at all points within a work piece
- calculate effective resistance and reactance of induction coils
- calculate total power requirements for induction heating systems
- custom design coils to accommodate specific induction heating applications
- design flux concentrators, magnetic shunts and electromagnetic shields
- investigate effects of transient heating and cooling regimes

Choose your design environment

INTEGRATED as a part of your software ecosystem

Whether your favorite design environment is Excel, MATLAB® or Visual Studio, our Application Programming Interface (API) allows you to seamlessly develop your own specialized analysis tools or develop tools for others.

Users or developers can call our electromagnetic, thermal or particle trajectory functions to create customized applications with relative ease. These customized software programs may also call other APIs to combine their power.

Customize your application and bring your design to an even higher level of sophistication.
INDUCTO

Key capabilities

- Coupled Electromagnetic/Thermal 2D and rotationally symmetric field solver for induction heating applications
- Choice of BEM and FEM solvers for electromagnetic analysis
- API interface for customized script controlled applications
- Design optimization by powerful parametric solvers; scripting for fast automated custom designs
- Full parallel processing included – no extra charge
- Industry standard CAD import/export utilities
- Excellent graphic presentation
- Comprehensive technical support services from the best in the industry

Visualize, Analyze, Optimize

INDUCTO provides outstanding visualization features for detailed analysis of induction heating systems. Automated model creation using built-in API and Parametric Utilities combined with Self-Adaptive BEM and FEM solvers enable rapid optimization of designs.
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INDUCTO comes complete and ready to use. No need to purchase additional modules or options; INDUCTO is a fully functional CAE tool. A partial list of standard features includes:

- Intuitive and structured interface maximizes productivity for experts and beginners.
- A variety of display forms, for plotting scalar and vector field quantities, including graphs, contour plots, arrow plots, profile plots and vector loci plots.
- High quality graphics and text utility for preparation of reports and presentations.
- Data exportable to formatted files for integration with spreadsheets and other software packages
- Batch function allows unattended solution of multiple files
- Self-adaptive meshing or optional user refinement
- Powerful parametric feature allows definition of variable parameters to be stepped through allowing the analysis of multiple “what-if” scenarios and facilitating design optimization
- A wide array of post-processing options for design evaluation and optimization
- CAD healing utilities for automatic correction of drafting errors
- Large library of permanent magnet and ferromagnetic materials; additional materials can be easily added
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